
Improve Rating Accuracy and 

Segmentation for Commercial Lines 

auto policies
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Let’s start with what we should know…

Does UBI improve the way we segment, rate & price?

Segmentation: Automated and continuous monitoring provides

predictions of risk profile changes that frequently expose non-

obvious segmentation opportunities for pricing precision.

Rate & Price: Adopting UBI requires risk transfer pricing reflecting

today’s ROE challenge and a new sophistication in class rating.

UBI benefits increase when product features embrace a

philosophy of continuous underwriting to enable new value-

added services and improve retention as client profiles change.
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n=35

What has the insurance industry asked for from UBI?

 A standardized, affordable data set, normalized 

by class & territory

 A trusted “Safe Driving” score, the equivalent of a 

credit-based insurance score

 A transparent, portable customer view of the data 

for self-monitoring

89% = Yes

97% = Yes

74% = Yes

From 35 carriers interviewed, the top 3 requests are:
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Business Optimization & Pricing 
Precision

Rate Making and Market 
Expansion Decisions

Predictive Analytics & 
Knowledge Creation

Scalable Data Access 
Normalization, Security 

and Standardization

Over 7 Million devices and portable sensors

Telematics Service Providers (TSPs)
(>54 OEM and Aftermarket sources)

Hi value to 

risk transfer

Data SourceClearinghouse

Not essential for risk transfer,        
nor valuable underwriting activities

Profitably underwriting with real time data
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Are data quantity, pricing accuracy and speed at odds?

Traditional

Pricing Accuracy

>28.5% of Commercial Vehicles 

are connected in 2015, adding 

to the lift of class ratings

Due to the heterogeneous nature 

of Commercial Auto, rating 

accuracy didn’t improve much 

despite very sophisticated models

Segmentation and data 

from more & more vehicles 

improves pricing accuracy

and underwriting capacity
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Before Connected 

Vehicles

Segmentation

Adding Connected 

Vehicles
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Can we expect every Underwriter to be a domain expert?

Capacity per lane per hour Hourly vehicles per lane

Road capacity both temporal 

and non-linear with speed

Driver error (distraction & fatigue) 

cause 95% collisions to have a non-

normal distribution
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A Solution = a contextual index to segment “at risk” driving

Predictive Analytics identify

risk class differences:
 Low risk drivers

 Low risk operations

 High risk roads

 Actual collisions

 Claim severity

 Distracted driving

 Fatigued driving

 Operational fitness

 Vehicle prognostics
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• Kinematic 

attributes

• Driver 

Behavior

• Sample 

variation

• Rich data

We Build “Maps” from Vehicle Data



How the Maps Are Made
• Big Data… crowdsourced from vehicle probes

• Data combined from many sources into a single 

reference model.

– More data than available to individual entities.

Forms
Topology

Derives
Kinematics

Clustering
Probe Data



The Kinematic Map

• Reference Trajectories
– Road-network, AS DRIVEN (with deviations)

– Geometry and kinematic attributes- speed & 
acceleration (reference trajectories)

– Modulated by vehicle and environmental factors

– Include other sensor data 
• (weather, camera, radar, lidar, comms, GNSS…)

• Real-time and long term risk assessment
– Evaluation reference model

– Many parameters for proprietary optimization



Users Assess “How You Drive”

K-Map

• Insurance
– Peer based risk assessment.

• Automotive OEMs
– For safety

• Intervention/take control?

• What will another car do?

– For automation

• What do people do here?

• Roadway Managers
– How do drivers respond to various road treatments?

– Map support for vehicles (I2V)



Rating Accuracy

• Classic Indicators of Risk
– Speed

• Absolute speed comparison

• “Link level” speed comparison

– Braking
• Threshold counts

• Sensor dependent

– Acceleration…

14

Point speed 

comparisons

Normalized by 

location

CONTEXT



Detailed Kinematic Analytics

• Comparing individuals to their peers.
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Speeding

• Aggressive 

driver

• >3 speed

• Short duration 
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Stop Sign

• Running stop 

very clear.

• Run by 

“custom”?

• Hard braking?
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Patterns

• Slowing

– By time of day

– (In front of 

school)

• Hypothesis: not 

slowing 

indicates risk.
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Avoid 
“everybody 
does that” 
excuse.

The details 
are what 
separate the 
experts from 
the novices.

Using History to Teach
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Benefits of Approach
• Normalizes behavior to peers

– Possible to normalize over vehicles and conditions

– Portable scoring
– Very rich attribute set (carrier differentiation)

• Scales well
– Less expensive data collection

• More reliable data

• More extensive data

– Complements vehicle automation

• Data, processing power, algorithms are here

20
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Analytics Contributions

UW

Deeper understanding of 
“at risk” driving for predictive 

and pricing models

Risk Control

Sharply identified risk 
attributes and reduction 

plans

Customer

Deeper understanding of 
business risk.  Provides action 

planning.
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One Stop Shopping
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To improve results we must create a Crash Free Culture
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Preliminary Results - Loss Ratio Relativities

“Safe Driving Scores from connected vehicles provide the highest 
level  of segmentation and pricing accuracy, when compared to 
any other variable used to price (auto) insurance.”

Sample: N= 3,736 entities with a combined total of 171,307 vehicles having driven >7 billion 
miles over a 2-year period, with 9 different telematics device data sets.
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Conclusion

A spacial-temporal view of the variables already 

contemplated in the rating of Commercial Auto risk, 

combined with a Safe Driving Score, levels the 

playing field for segmentation and pricing accuracy.

The objectives: simplify adoption, 

protect privacy, increase consistency

and reduce premium leakage 



Thank You!

This presentation is for informational purposes only.  IDS, ATG and VDS make no warranties, expressed, implied or 

statutory, as to the accuracy of information in this presentation.

Presenters:

Chris Carver, President, ATG Risk Solutions (206) 390 5344 chris.carver@atgrsik.com

Chris Wilson, CEO Vehicle Data Sciences, (630) 867.2621  chris.Wilson@vds-corp.com

Jim Noble, Director, Interactive Driving Systems (719) 689-2560   jim.noble@virtualriskmanager.net  


